
Principles and Applications of Seismic Amplitude Analysis for 
Reservoir Evaluation (N462) 
 
Summary 
This course provides participants with the skills to design and execute workflows to achieve optimum seismic reservoir 
characterisation results. The course covers seismic conditioning to enhance the seismic data and seismic inversion to 
make quantitive estimates of reservoir properties. Coloured inversion and a comprehensive review of AVO methods 
including extended elastic impedance are covered together with a review of seismic inversion methods including both 
conventional deterministic methods and the latest Bayesian probabilistic approaches. A working knowledge of the 
seismic method is assumed but the main topics, AVO and inversion, are covered from basics. 
 

Instructor： 
Dr. Patrick Connolly / RPS Nautilus Ltd 
Title: Consultant Geophysicist 
Specialty: Consultant geophysicist, with 40 years’ experience specializing in seismic reservoir characterization with 
particular expertise in AVO methods and inversion including elastic and extended elastic impedance, seismic net pay 
and probabilistic inversion.  

 
Duration:  5 days 
Level: Intermediate - Advanced 
 

Who should attend： 
This course is designed for geoscientists and geophysicists who have been working with seismic data for at least five 
years and who wish to create coherent workflows to achieve specific quantitative objectives. 
 
Objectives/ Learning outcomes: 

Participants will learn to: 

1. Construct coherent workflows to estimate reservoir properties and associated uncertainties by integrating 
seismic data with other data types. 

2. Apply seismic conditioning methods to maximise bandwidth and optimise correlation with reservoir 
properties. 

3. Analyse relationships between reservoir and elastic properties to determine what may be estimated from 
seismic data.  

4. Select the appropriate inversion algorithm for any given situation. 

5. Appreciate the importance of uncertainty quantification in seismic reservoir characterisation. 

6. Select appropriate methods to achieve the objectives based on an assessment of data quality and an analysis 
of rock properties and reservoir geometry. 

 
Course outline & contents 
1. Introduction 

 Overview and objectives 
2. Coloured Inversion  

 Bed thickness distributions 
 Frequency domain implications 
 Coloured inversion and blueing 
 Optimising wavelets 
 Frequency slice filtering 
 Well ties and wavelet estimation 
 Stratigraphic filtering 
 Q and ghosts 

3. AVO 



 Zoeppritz equations and linearisations 
 Measuring AVO 
 AVO and moduli 
 Intercept-gradient combinations 
 Elastic and Extended elastic impedance (EI & EEI) 
 AIGI crossplots and rock-physics templates 
 DHIs and exploration risking - Bayes theorem 

4. Inversion and Integration 
 Spectral decomposition 
 Multi-attribute methods 
 Band-limited reflectivity and impedance tuning 
 Seismic net pay 
 Map calibration  

5. Seismic Inversion 
 Integration and Uncertainty 
 Bayes theorem 
 Deterministic and probabilistic inversion  
 Sources of uncertainty 
 The inversion landscape - classification and comparison of inversion methods 
 ODiSI: principles and application of One Dimensional Stochastic Inversion  

 

Daily course schedule： 

Day 
Morning session 

10:00-12:45 
(2h45min) 

Afternoon Session 
1:45- 5:00 
(3h15min) 

Day1 
 

Coloured Inversion 
Introduction  
Geological layering 
Exercise: bed thickness statistics 
Frequency domain implications  
Exercise: Fourier transforms  
Colored inversion 
Seismic spectral blueing 
Examples: Angola & Trinidad 

Wavelets 
Exercise – modelling wavelets  
Structurally conformable filtering 
Well ties 
Attenuation & resolution 
Stratigraphic filtering 

 Q & ghosts 

Day2 
 

AVO - reflectivity 
Day 1 review. 
Zoeppritz equations and linearisations 
Exercise – AVO half-space modelling  
Measuring AVO 
Example: Angola 
Gradient measurement errors Seismic conditioning 
for AVO  
Example: on-shore US 
Exercise: analysis of gradient errors 
Exercise: 3-term AVO curve fitting 
Intercept-gradient crossplots  
Exercise: modelling the structure of 
intercept-gradient crossplots 
AVO classes 
Exercise: modelling the effect of moveout errors 
on AVO classes 

Fluid substitution & AVO  
Exercise: Gassmann and AVO  
Anisotropy 
Exercise: anisotropy and AVO  
AB coordinate rotations  
Example - Angola 
AVO properties and elastic properties 
Theoretical chi relationships 

Day3 
 

AVO - impedance 
Day 2 review 
Elastic impedance 
Extended elastic impedance  
Exercise: AVO coordinate rotations  

Rock physics modelling 

Exercise – rock physics modelling 
Rock physics templates 
DHIs 
Example: Angola Bayes 



Day 
Morning session 

10:00-12:45 
(2h45min) 

Afternoon Session 
1:45- 5:00 
(3h15min) 

Optimum chi angles 
Exercise: coordinate rotations for different 
reservoir types 
Chi errors & chi scanning 
Examples: Angola & North Sea 

theorem.  
Exploration risking  
Exercise: the application of Bayes theorem for 
exploration risking (GoM example) 
Crossplot domains 
Conditioning workflows 

Day4 
 

Attribute Maps 
Day 3 review. 
Spectral decomposition 
Multi-attributes 
Exercise: demonstrating spurious 
correlation from random attributes 
Tuning 
Seismic Net Pay 
Exercise: modelling tuning 
Calibration 

Map calibration uncertainties 
Examples: Angola, NW Shelf, Permian 
Basin 
Inversion 
Inversion basics 
Exercise: manual inversion 
Missing frequencies 
Exercise: inversion using a gradient   descent 
inversion algorithm 

Day5 
 

Day 4 review 
Probabilistic & Deterministic Inversion 
The inversion landscape.  
Example: Norway (failure)  
Uncertainty & integration.  
Bayes theorem 
Exercise: quantifying uncertainty 
Probabilistic inversion 

1D Stochastic inversion 
Examples: Angola, North Sea, ME, Caspian 
Exercise: inversion using a Monte Carlo rejection 
sampling algorithm 
Summary 
Case Study: Illustrated complete workflow, North 
Sea 
Wrap-up 

 

Course method： 
This is a five-day classroom course using examples, computer exercises, and case studies and discussion.  
Participants are required to bring along a PC laptop running Excel 2007 or higher with Solver and Data Analysis 
add-ons. 


